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Abstract
Let M'i be a Moore space of type (Z4, n‑1). We calculate the homotopy groups

n2n"k(Mn) in the range k=3,4 and nf{g24. The inethods are based on Toda's
composition methods and we use Gray's cellular structure of the homotopy fiber of the
pinching map from M'i to an n‑sphere S'i and also use James" exact sequence including
a relative homotopy group n;,(M", S'iri).

1 Introduction and summary
We denote by en E foi(S") the homotopy class of the identity map of S" and by caZ
==:

Sn‑iUqe.r,e" a Moore space of type (Zq, n‑1). In particular we set M"=MZZ. The

purpose of the present note is to determine the stable group n2n‑4(M") or nv7‑2(M2) and
the metastable group ir2n73(Mn) for n:sg24. For example, the notation (Z4)rO (Z2)S or 4r

+2S means the abelian group
z, e ･･･ o z, o z, o ･･･ o z,.

V‑m‑vLanm‑
rs e

Our result is stated as follows.

Theoreml.1 z7‑2(M2)=n2nfi4(M'i)Z(Z4)'O(Z2)S, where r and s are given in the
following table.
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Theorem 1.2 ( i)

n2n‑3(M'Z) for n:{:10 is isomorplaic to the

gromp G in the following

table.
ri,
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ni].rm3(M'i) = (Z4)' o (Z2)S for n211, where r and s are given in the follozvin,g table.
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We determine 7r2nrm2(A4") for 3 f{l n E{! 7.

Proposition 1.3 ni(M3) = (Z2)2, nts(M̀) Z Zs O (Z2)2, nii(M5) Z Z4 O (Z2)2, nio(M6) or Zs O

Z2 and 7a2(M') ! Z2.

Our result overlaps with that of Baues‑Buth [4]. The result of Theorem 1.2 for n
=5 and 9 corrects the corresponding result of Shinpo [13].

Our method is to use the composition methods developed by Toda [15]. We use the
second stage in the cellular decomposition of the homotopy fiber of the collapsing map

p : M" ‑‑" S" obtained by Gray [6]. We also use the James exact sequence (James [7])

including the relative homotopy group n"k(Mn, S"‑i). The key step determining the
group extension of n*(Mn) is Lemma 2.5 which ensures that elements of n*(M'i) induced
from those of rr*(MLIZ) with lifts ([10]) are of order 2. We use the notations and the
results of [15], [9] and [8] freely.

2 Fundamental facts
For a pair of spaces (X,A), let iA,x : A‑>X be the inclusion and px,A : X‑X/A be
the map pinching A to one point. In partjcular we set in=:iA,x and ptt ==px,A for (X,A)
== (M6i,

S"‑i). Let eA be the identity class of Mq". Let rp2 c nb(S2) be the Hopf map and rpn

== ]:i]"rm2ij2

for n2)2. For integers a and b, we denote by (a,b) the greatest common

divisor of a and b. We set rp:=:corp2, c'==::cocE, i=ZOOi2 and p= :cop2. Then, as is well
known ([2]),
{Mq2, Mq2} =:: Zq{e'} e Z{q,2) {imp} (q ES2 mod 4)

and

' {Mg2, Mq2} =Z2q{c'} (q Ei2MOd 4)･
Although we know the group structure of [Me, M,31 by Corollary III.D.15 of [3] or
by Proposition 11 of [1], we show the following.
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Lemma 2.1 (i) [M,3, M,3]==Z,{cg} O Z,{i3op2p3} for qt2 mod 4.

(ii) [Mq3, Mq3]==Z2q{c6}eZl{ai3rp2p3‑2e6} for qEii2mod4, where a is an odd intager.
Proof. First we note that [Mi MS] or [M3, stMq3] is abelian by making use of Theorem
X.3.10 of [16].

By Proposition 7.1 of [12], the order of c5 is q or 2q according as qf2 mod 4 or q
=‑2 mod 4. We have n2(A4g)=:=Zq{i3}. We consider the following exact sequence induced
from the cofibration starting with qe2:
o <‑‑‑‑ 7r2(Mg) <‑E" [M:, Mg] <egt‑ nb(Me) e!g# nts(Ms).

By [14], nts(Mq3)==Z(2q,4){i3rp2}. So the assertion (O is obtained.

Next assume that qE2mod4. Then, in the above exact sequence, we have qc6 =
xi3 op2p3 for an integer x. By stabilizing the relation,we have qt'=:: ximp and so x becomes

odd. Since O=:=2qLg==2xi3rp2p3 and i3op2p3 is of order q, we can set 2x=aq for an odd
integer a. So we have the relation qc6=a e ‑ S‑i3op2p3, and hence the element ai3rp2p3‑2c6
is of order ‑ S‑. This leads to (ii), completing the proof. D

Let F be the homotopy fiber of the map pn : Mbn‑S'i. According to [6], F has a
homotopy type of a CW‑complex S'imi U e2("uO U e3("‑i} U ･ . . and the subcompiex Yun‑
s"‑i u e2(""i) of the second stage has the following cell strucure.

Lemma 2.2
Y=Sn‑i Uq[cnmi,L.‑il e27ZM2e

where [,] is the PT';lzitehead Procinct. ,
The following sequence is exact for kf{2n‑5(i=iv,Mab :

zh+k+i(S'i)Anh+k(Y)4' 7e,‑,,(M,n)!li'i!,t' rr,,.k(S'i). (1)
We have a formula

A(eveZB) ==:A(a) oB(evE n),i(S'i), 19 E nh+k(SMmi)). (2)
We set i'=isn‑i,y.

Lemma 2.3 Aen=qi' for n l) 3.
Proof. We consider the exact sequence (1) for k== ‑l:･
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nh (S'i)A fo,ni( Y) 4' 7bi‑i(M6') ‑> O.

Since mi‑i(Y)==Z{i'} and rai‑i(M6i)==Zq{in}, we have the assertion. D

Next we show the following result overlapping with that of [14].
Lemma2.4 mt(Mq")=={inrpn‑i}z(:[2,q,:Z' :ZI.iil.

Proof. We consider the exact sequence (1) for k==:O:
7rvi+i(S")‑A> nla(Y)4' 7t>,(M,")za nbu(s").
Since nbe(Mq")==in, rai(S"'i), pn, is trivial and i* is an epimorphism. Note that qc2o rp2==

q2ny2. So, by (2) and Lemma 2.3, we have

Arp3==Ac,o rp,
== qz ‑l
o rp2
==: z o ‑l
qc2 o rp2

2 ･t
op2.
:=qz
Since nis( Y)=Z2q{i'rp2}, we have nki(Mq3) = ng( Y)/(ImA) = Z(2q,q2).

For n2r 4, we have nh(Y)==Z2Vopn‑i} and '
Anyn ==Acn o rpn‑i

=qZ O vrpn‑1
=::qZ 't
rpn‑1･
This leads to the assertion, completing the proof. []

Assume that q is even and set q'=g. Then we consider the following commutative
diagram between the cofiber sequences:
sn‑i ‑ge,L!>n i sn‑1 4 n(fLli ‑‑l!‑> Si!

:== q'cn‑i cn = (3)
Sn‑i ‑ge,l=!,,ii Sn‑1 ziIL> M6i 21,L,t Sn.
Here p : van‑ S'i is the collapsing map, i : S'irmi‑> vaZ is the inclusion and cn : Ml;iuz‑>Mq"

is the natural map.

When there exists an element B c 7tk(M6Z) satisfying pnB= ev for a given element a
E n;te(S"), B is called a lift of ev. A lift B is written as [a]. Now we show a sharper result

than that of Lemma 3.3 of [13].
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Lemma2.5 Let q!iiO mod 4, q'== ‑ S‑ and n23. SuPPose tizat evE zk(Sn) has a lofZ [a] E
7rk(W). [TVzen cn[a] E 7zk(M6i) is a lij7f of ev. MoreoveL of 2[ev]==O or 2[a]=irpn‑ia, then
cn[cr] E n;te(M6i) is of orcier 2.

Proof. By the diagram (3), we have pno cno[ev]=p[ev]==ev. If 2[ev] ==O, then 2cn[a]=O.
Suppose that 2[ evl =:= irpnuiev. Then we have 2cn[a] = cn o ie opn‑i o a== in o q'cnmi o rpn‑i o a==O

for n;}r4. Note that 2enoev==O if ev is lifted to va" ([10]). For re==3, we have .
2c3[al= c3 o io rp2 o ev

=: z3oq ‑I
c2o rp2oa
== i3 o rp2o (q')2c3 e ev

=‑o.
This completes the proof. []
The following elements are known to be lifted to usi ([10]): rpn(n l}i 3), yZ(n >i 5),
En(n )) 4), u‑n(n }) 7), un(n 2) 4), rcn(n }i 11), oZ(n 2i 17), cvn(n 2i 15), IMin(n 2}i 4), 6n(n28).

The problem whether e3, pt3, u‑3 can be lifted to va and bl can be lifted to ut is open
([10]).

3 Proof of the theorems
A lift of an element evn E zk(S") is also denoted as an‑i E 7rk(M6i). We recall that
nk(A(L?) is isomorphic to Z4 and it is generated by a lift opN2 of rp3 and 2opny2== inyi We show

the following ([4]).

Example 3.1 nu(M,3)==Z2{c3op"'2} e Z2{i3rp22} for q=‑O mod 4.

Proof. We consider the exact sequence (1) for n==3 and k==1:
7ts(s3)A n4(y)4' 7fa(MS)‑eg# 7fa(s3).

By (2) and the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have
IX(rp32)=A rp3 o op3=q2i' rp2 e rp3 ==O.

Obviously n4(Y)= Z2{i'rp22}. By Lemma 2.5 for op3, c3rp'V2 is of order 2. This completes the

proof. B
'
Hereafter we shall work in the 2‑primary components of homotopy groups, unless
otherwise stated.

The stable group n;(l(M2) has the exponent 4 because 4c'=O E {M2,M2}. By making

use of the exact sequence induced from the cofibration starting with 4ci, we can
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determine the stable group nt(M2) for k s{ 23. For example, we determine the group in

the case of k==3, 4, 8 and 17. The rest of Theorem l.1 is obtained by the similar

argument.
Example3.2 (i) nii(M2)‑Z2{ij"'} O Z2{irpZ} and niS(M2):==Z2{op"'op} e Z4{iv}.

(ii) ngi(M2):=Z,{id}ez,{u"V2}. '

tv tv

(iii) ni9(M2)==:Z4{8p} O Z2{rpnyx} e Z2{irp"} O Z2{irpp}, where 8p is a coextension of 8p.

Proof. The first half of (i) is easily obtained.

In the exact sequence
･ ･ ･ ‑1!'#* 7zliS(Si)‑ts'. af(M2)!!> rf(S2)‑‑> o,

we have p*(ijrp)== ty2 and the order of iy is 4. This leads to the second half of (i).

In the exact sequence
. . . Ae'!,* .gi(si)4' 7igS(M2)‑e!> 7it9(s2)‑O,

we know 2c8(S2)==Z2{u2} and zgi(Si)==Zi6{a}. The order of io is 4. The order of cr2=

N "v

:ii]OO(csy42) is 2 because iz2 E 7zki(us) is of order 2 ([10]). This leads to (ii).

In the exact sequence
O‑ ni(Si)2Z'> 7ii9(M2)‑eE'> n17(s2) ‑ES'i>' . . .,
we kfiow 7tS(S2) ‑‑ Z32{ p} O Z2{ rp K} and nS(Si)=Z2{ rp "} O Z2{ opp} . Since p, 8'V p ‑‑ 8p, the

order of 8'Vp is 4. This leads to (iii), completing the proof. D

We show
Lemma 3.3 n7 (M 5) == Zs{ is y4} O Z2{ is : v'} e Z2{ op"'4 rp6} .

Proof. In the exact sequence (1) for n:= 5, k==2:

7ls(S5)A n7(Y)4' 7ly(M5)ts 7z7(S5),
we have ps*(opN4rp6} == rps2 and n7(Y)=:Zs{i'bla} e Zi2{i'Zu'} because 4[c4, L4] =::8u4. Here, by

abuse of notation, Zy' stands for a generator of the direct summand Z12 of n7(S4).
By Theorem XI.8.9 of [16], we have 4c4o u4==4y4+6[c4, c4]== 16v4‑6:v'. So we have
Ays=:Aeso la=:4i'o y4== ‑6i':u'. This leads to the group n7(M5), completing the proof.

m
Let A be a connected CW‑complex and X==AUe'i be the complex formed by
attaching an n‑cell. Let CY be the reduced cone ef a pointed space' Y. For an element
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ev E irk‑i( Y), we denote by t?' E nk(CY, Y) an element satisfying 60' = ev, where 0 : 7rk(CY,

Y)‑‑" 7Tkri( Y) is the connecting isomorphism. Let to c nbe(X, A) be the characteristic map
of the n‑cell e" of X. For aE n:le‑i(S'i‑i), we set a== coa' E nk(X, A). Let (v E n>,(M'i, S'i"i)

and rE7bz(sw",S"‑') be the characteristic maps of the n‑cells of M" and usi
respectively. Let [to, cn‑i] E z2n‑2(M'i, S'!‑i) be the relative Whitehead product ([5]).

Then, by (3) and [5], we can take w== cn7 and we have

Cn[7, en‑i]=::2[W, Cn‑1]. (4)
Let 7' : (M'i, *)‑‑> (Mn, S"‑i) be the inclusion. We show
Lemma 3.4 7"s(M9)==Zs{igoR} e Z2{ig:o'} e Z2{Js2}.

Proof. We consider the homotopy exact sequence of pair (M9, S8):
m6(M9, S8)4 nls(S8)‑{g'E>' iqs(M9)‑i!'‑> 7as(M9, S8).

A rV A

Since ms(M9, S8)==Z2{ys2} and i* ys2 ‑‑ ys2, 7'* is a spilit epimorphism. By Theorem 2.1 of [7],

7ti6(M9, S8) is generated by elements os and [di, cs]. By Theorem XI.8.9 of [161, Oos==4

eBo ots==4og+6[cs, cs] =16ots‑6Zd'. By [5], 0[co, cs]=‑4[es, cs]=‑8ots+4:d. So we have

0( o,÷2[cv, c,]) =2]IE] ot

and
a(2 os+3[to, cs])=8ots.
This determines the group 7qs(M9), compieting the proof. Z

We recall that ni3(S")=Z4{o"}, 2o"=:o"' and H(o")=rpi2i([15]). By the Hilton
formula ([16]), 2c6o d'=2o"+[c6, c6] o H(o")=:o'", because [c6, c6] o rpi2i =::[op6, rp6]= rp6 e [c7,

c7]==:O. So we have the relation 4e6e o"=2Zo'"=O and a coextension o"V" E 7t14(M') of o"
is taken as a representative of a Toda bracket {i7, 4c6, d"}. oN' is a Iift of :o". We recall

that ia4(S6)==Zs{v‑6} O Z2{e6} ([15]). Then we show

Lemma3.5 lv a suitable choice of a coeutension d'V", lhe order of o'V" is 4.
Proof. We have 4o" Eitv{i7, 4c6, o"} o4Li4=‑ i7 {4L6, o", 4ci3}. By Corollary 3.7 of [15], we
have {2c6, :oM, 2ci3}iil) (:o'")vi3 = O mod 2n14(S6) == {2 y‑6}. So we have {2e6, Zo'", 2ei3}]

O mod 2c6 o 7a4(S6)+2m4(S6) ‑‑{2iJts}. Here we have used the relations 2e6 o a6==O and 2i6 o
y‑ , == 4 p6.

We have
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{4c,, o", 4c,,} C {2L,, 2c,, o oU, 4c,,}

= {2 c,, Zo"t, 4c,,}
D {2c6, :o"i, 2L13} o2e14
)O mod {4 v‑6}+2c6 o ni4(S6)={4 p6}.

tL. rvt tv rVI

So we have 4 d" == 4a i7 y‑6 for a El Z. We set o" = o" ‑ ai7 p6. Then p7 o" =:: : o" :::: 2o' and

.VI rvt "v

4d" =:O. By renaming o" as o", we have the assertion. This completes the proof. []

AJ ts. "v nv

We set 4o.=:'i‑6o"(n2)9). Since Pn+i4on==46n+i, the order of 4on (n;}i9) is 4. We

show

Lemma 3.6 m7(MiO)=Z4{4‑tVg} O Z2{iio[cg, cg]} e Z2{iioY‑g} O Z2{iioEg}･

Proof. We consider the exact sequence (1) for n::=10 and k=7:
7as(SiO)‑A. rri7(Y)4' n,7(MiO)eLeg 7a,(SiO).
We have Im A:==O and 1"7( Y)Z 7a7(S9)=:=Z2{Eg} e Z2{u7g} O Z2{[cg, cg]} by[15]and Lemma 2.

2. This completes the proof. []
The group niin‑3(M'i) for 11 :{g n f{ 13 is given as follows ([13]).

Example 3.7 <i) nig(Mii)=Z4{iii[cio, cio]} e Z2{iiiyi3o} e Z2{iiipaio} G Z2{iiirpioeii} O Z2{ffio}
o Z2{e"'io}.

(ii) 7r2i(Mi2)=Z2{ii2oiiuis} O Z2{ii2rpii"i2} e Z2{yAi'2iuis} e Z2{ptNii} e Z2{rpNiiEi3}.

(iii) n?3(Mi3)==Z4{ii3[ci2, ci2]} O Z4{ii3k2} e Z2{rp'‑mpti4}･

Although we can get the group nei(A4i7) quickly ([13]), we take a roundabout way.
First we recall that Kio E n24(SiO) is not lifted to vaO ([10]) and has the property ([15], [9])

2cloo Klo =2Klo=O.
So we can define a coextension rcNioE{i, 2cio, icio}C 7lvs(vai) of Kio. We know n2s(S'O)==
Zi6{:p'} O Z2{rpioKii} O Z2{oioVi7} and zli6(Sii)=Zi6{:2p'} O Z2{rpiiKi2}. Then we show

Lemma3.8 [ly a suitable choice of a coextension K"Vio,
2rcNIoEioplorc11 mod iOloV17
and the order of K""io is 4.

Proof. By Corollary 3.7 of [15], we have
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{2Cii, Kii, 2C2s}i ) rcnrp2s== ryiirci2 mod 2nla6(Sii)={2:2p'}.

Since Z{2cio, rcio, 2c24} C ‑{2Lii, Ku, 2e2s}i, we have
{2c,,, rc,,, 2c,,} ) opioKii mod {o,,P,,}+27I2,(SiO)={2Zp', o,oV,,}.

So we have
2k"':io E {i, 2eio, rcio}o2c2s

= ‑i{2eio, Kio, 2c24}

D Z?7ieKll
mod {2i:p', ioiou‑i7}‑
So, by a suitable choice of a coextension K"'io, we have the relation. In the stable range,

we have irpK =#O in ziZ(ut). }Ience the order of KNio is 4. This completes the proof. Z

'
Hereafter we set rc"'.=:""iOrc'Vio for n l) 10 for the coextension K'Vio in Lemma 3.8.
Since oiiy"is==:0, we have 2rc""n == irpnrcn+i for n l}) 11.

We recall that oi26 is not lifted to A416 ([10]). The following is a byproduct of our

roundabout way.
Lemma3･9 [ci6, ci6] E {2Li6, dib, 2c3o} mod 2nki(Si6).

Proof. Since 2oi2s=[eis, cis], a Toda bracket {2ci6, oi26,4c3o}i is well defined. By
Proposition 2.6 of [15], we h'ave
H{2ei6, oi26, 4c3o}i= ‑AMi(2 oi2s) o 4c3i ==: ‑{4 c3i} = ±{2H([ci6, ci6])}.

The indeterminacy of {2ci6, ai26,4c3o}i is 2ci6o:nho(Si5)+4ztsi(Si6)==={4[ci6, ci6], 2pi6}. So
{2ci6, oi26, 4c3o}i contains 2[ci6, ei6] modulo elements of Z7Ttso(Si5) =={pi6, opi6rci7}. In the stable

case, rpK=f=O and <2c, o2, 4e> )O mod 27cg(SO):=={2p}. Hence we have
2[ei6, ei6] E {2Li6, oi26, 4c3o}i mod {4[ci6, Li6], 2pi6}.

We have
{2ei6, oi26, 4c3o}i C {2ci6, oi26, 4c3o} D 2{2ci6, oi26, 2c3e}

mod 2ci6o zbi(Si6)+4zbi(Si6) =={4[ei6, ci6], 2pi6}
So, for any element ev E {2ei6, oi26, 4e3o}, we have

2ev=‑2[c,,, c,,] mod {4[c,,, c,,],2p,,}.
This implies the relation evE[ci6, ci61 mod {2[ci6, ci6], pi6, rpi6rci7}. By the same argument

as the above in the stable range, we have
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ev='[ei6, Li6] inod {2[ci6, ci6], 2pi6} :==2ntsi(S'6).

The indeterminacy of {2ci6, oi26, 2c3o} is 2ci6 o ngi(Si6)+2nki(Si6)=2nki(Si6). Hence we have
[ei6, ei6] E {2ci6, oi26, 2c3o} mod 27Tbi(Si6). This completes the proof. M

Let .s..
o?6 E 7Tai(Ml') be a coextension of d36. Then we show
Lemma 3.10 nki(va7) =:=Z4{K'"i6} e Z4{o"Ni'26} e Z2{ipi6}, where 2 K"'i6== irpi6rci7 and 2 oi26 == i[ci6,

ci6] for a suitnble choice of a coextension oNi26.

Proof. In the exact sequence
ng2(sw7, Si6) ‑g‑> nei(Si6) ‑k', nk,(ma7) ‑k' > 7rla,(va7, Si6),

we kRow nlri(va7, S'6) or‑ ntsi(S") ==:Z2{oi27} O Z2{rcn}. So 7'* is an epimorphism. By Theorem
2.1 of [7], we have ng2(1lfl7, Si6):::=Z32{Pi6} O Z2{rpAi6rcA{7} e Z{[w, ci6]}. We have O(Pi6)=2pi6,
a( rpi6 2{7) = : O and O([ a), di6]) =:= ‑ 2[ ci6, ci6] . We know 2 rc‑'i6 = irpi6 Ki7.

By Lemma 3.9, we have
2oi6"vG {i, 2c16, o126}o2c31
== ‑i{2c16, o126, 2c3o}

D i[C16, C16]
mod 2i*ntsi(Si6).
So, by a suitable choice of the coextension o'V 6, we have 2d"V 6=i[ci6, ei6]. This completes
i2

i2

the proof. D

tv rv for n l}i 16. Now we show
We set oR:==Z""i6oe6
A..
Lemma 3.11 ntsi(Mi7) ==Z4{ii7[ci6, ci6]} e Z4{ii7pi6} O Z2{ii7rpi6Ki7} e Z2{ci7fii6} e Z2{ci70i26}･
Proof. We consider the exact sequence (1) for k=14 and n=::17:
7ts,(Si7)A 7fs,( Y) ‑li'> nb,(Mi') !2!ZS 7la,(si7).

We know nlai(Si7)=Z2{rci7} e Z2{oi27} and nk2(Si')=Z32{pi7} O Z2{opi7reis}. We have nlai(Y)=

Z32{i'pi6}OZ4{i'[ci6,ci6]}OZ2{i'rpi6rcn}. We have A(pi7)=4i'pi6 and A(opi7rcis)=:::O. By
Lemmas 2.5 and 3.10, the order of ci7rc"'i6 is 2. By Lemmas 2.5, 3.10 and by (3), we have

.s.. i[c16, c16] :::: il7o2e16o [c16, el6]=4iu[c16, c16]=O.
2c17cre6=c17o
This completes the proof. [I]
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The following result is easily obtained.

rv "v A."

Lemma 3.12 (i) nki(M22)==:Z4{i22khi} O Z4{2&i} e Z2{i22[c2i, e2i]} e Z2{o‑2i}, where 2&i E
{i22, 4c,,, 2k,}.

(ii) ll43(M23)=Z4{i,,[c,,, c,,]} e Z4{2"KSi',} e Z2{i23rp22fo3} e Z2{i230a]}, where 2th2C
N {i23, 4c22,

2k2}.
(iii) zlis(M24)=Z2{i24[c23, c23]} e Z2{&Obl} O Z2{rp"‑23kli4} O Z2{i24rp223fos} O Z2{i24V23ol6}.

The rest of Theorem 1.2 is obtained by the similar argurnent ([13]).

4 Some unstabZe hemotopy groups of ue"
In this section, we shall prove Proposition 1.3. We recall that nts(MS)=:=Z4{6} O
Z2{rp"'3rps}, where i*a==[7, ̀3] and Z8==2iu4 ([11]). We show

Lemma4.1 [Z7zere exists an element eG 7rts(M̀) satiEyfiring 7'*0==[ca, c3], 20=±c46 and
nii(M̀) =Zs{ 0} O Z2{ i4 u' ‑i‑ 2 e} O Z2{ c4 rpN3 rps}.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 of [7], we have nts(M̀, S3)=Z2{rpA32} e Z4{[to, L3]} and 7b(M̀, S3)

A O Z2{[to, ij3]}. In the homotopy exact sequence of a pair (M4, S3) :
=Z4{v'}
7r7(M̀, S3)‑‑e‑> 7rb(S3)‑k'!>" zu(en4)4' 7zts(M̀, s3)‑‑iZ‑> nts(s3),

we have
onyA,2==4L,e rp,2=0, O[to, e3]=‑[4c3, c3]=O,

ovA'==4e,o v'=4y'==O and 0[to, op3]==‑[4̀3, rp3]=O･
So there exists an element 0 E nts(M̀) satisfying i*e= [ca, c3] and we have a short exact

O‑ nts(S3) ‑{it> nts(M4) ‑tt' > nts(M̀, S3)‑ O.

By (4), we have
7'*(c4,6) = c4.i* 6 == c4.[ r, e3] == 2[ to, c3] ==: 27'* 0.

So we have the relation 20= c4a+ ai4v' for an integer a. Note that we take cs == :E] c4 in

the diagram (3). Then, by Lemma 3.3, we have
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csZ6 == cso2iu,
=== 2( i, o2c, o u,)

=::: 2(is(4tz4‑:v'))

= 8isu4‑2i,:ut
== o.
Therefore we have 2:0=::aisZy'. Since is:u' is not divisible by 2 by Lemma 3.3, a
becomes even. So we have the relation 20i!! c46 mod 2i4u'. By the diagram (3), we have
40:=2c46= c4 o iy'= i4 o2c3o y'==2i4y'*O. Hence the order of 0 is 8 and 2i4y':=40 ==2c46.

Thus we have 20=±c46 and we get the group nts(M̀). This completes the proof. Z
Let yN' c {i4, 4c3, y'} c n7(M̀) be a coextension of y'. Theh we show

Lemma 4.2 ng(M5)=Z4{: il'} e Z2{is lh rp7} O Z2{is(:y') rp7}･

Proof. We consider the exact sequence

'

ng(M5, S̀)‑g‑> nis(s4)‑(!'!>' 7zis(M5)4' nts(M5, s4)‑e‑> n7(s4).

A
By Theorem 2.1 of [7], we have nts(M5, S̀) ==Z{[w, c4]}OZ4{:'v'}
and nb(M5,S̀)=
Z2{inopA7'} e Z2{[to, e4]}. Here Z' : n7(M̀, S3). 7zis(M5, S̀) is the relative suspension. We
have O[w, c4]=‑8y4, 7'*Zil' =Z'uA', OuA4rpA7'=4c4e tz4o rp7=(16v4‑6Zv')o rp7==O and 0[w, op4]

=O. So the following short exact sequence splits:

O‑7zli(S̀)2E'E>' ng(M5)‑z,{z'uA'}"o.
This completes the proof. [1

rsJ iv
We set 2vn==Z"m2y'
for n l}r 5. By use of the exact sequence (1) for n:==6 and k::::
3, we have
Example 4.3 7rb(M6) == Z4{2AyJs} e Z2{ i6 us ops}･

By Theorem 1.2 of [7], we have zio(M6, S5) =Zs{[to, cs]}. Let Bc 7ao(M6) be an
element satlsfying 7'*B=[w, cs]. Then we show
Lemma 4.4 7ao(M6) =:= Zs{B} O Z2{ i6 us rps2}.

Proof. In the exact sequence
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7ai(M6, S5) ‑e‑> 7rie(S5) ‑tg't>' nio(M6) ‑ts' > nko(M6, S5)‑ O,

we have nii(M6, S5)=:=Z2{[to, rps]} and O[to, rps]==O. So it suflLces to show 8B::=O. By the

parallel argument to the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have a relation
2 fl == c,A + bi, t.,, rp,2 (b ==: O, 1),

where A is a generator of nio(th6)=Zs satisfying 1'*A=[7, es] and 4A=: iysos2 ([11]). By the

diagram (3), we have
8B == c6 o ivs rps2= i6 o2es o ys rps2 ‑‑e.

This completes the proof. []
Finally the following is easily obtained.

Example 4.5

7ri2(M') = Z2{ i7 v62}.
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